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It’s been a long two years. Two years filled with fear, 

uncertainty, anxiety, loss. Two years filled with innovation, 

teamwork, opportunity, rebirth. 

Will 2022 be the year that everything returns to normal? 

Likely not if normal means pre-COVID-19. But 2022 will be the 

year that things get better and that the industry realizes how 

much it’s matured and been elevated because operators of 

fitness brands worked together to reach our communities and 

policymakers with the message that exercise is essential to 

physical, mental and emotional health. 

The shutdowns and isolation of the past two years only 

reinforced that people are by nature communal creatures, and 

the 20 percent of the population that already belongs to fitness 

facilities know that community can be found within the walls of 

their gyms, studios, YMCAs, JCCs, university rec centers, and 

parks and rec facilities. 

In 2022, it’s time to get that message out to the other 80 

percent, many of whom now want better health and wellness 

but are still afraid to step inside your doors. That is perhaps 

the greatest charge the industry has in 2022: be the place 

for community, solace, information, results, fun and lack of 

judgment that draws in that 80 percent. 

To do so, we must understand the trends that the past two 

years birthed, and we must adapt to those. 

In the following pages, leaders in the industry share the trends 

they see already in place in 2022. Take heed and adapt. It’s 

time to move forward with the confidence of a fighter who has 

survived blows and bruises to raise their fist in triumph and look 

forward to the next match.

Sincerely,

Pamela Kufahl
Content Director
Club Industry

www.clubindustry.com
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In early 2022, I’ve had the benefit of getting back to 
many in-person events and spending time with some 

of our industry’s top thought leaders.  With these 
conversations fresh in my mind, here are some of the 
trends these experts shared with me. 

The Customer Sets the Rules
The customer is setting the rules on what they want, 
where they want it, when they want it and they seem 
to be willing to pay for just that.  I believe they will 
pay more for superior products (staff, connection, 
experiences, facility, program, services, etc.). 

There are three key drivers of member loyalty that 
you can manage and improve without huge capital 
investment, according to MXM: 

1. Friendliness
2. Cleanliness 
3. Equipment Condition
MXM has also introduced a strategy wheel which is 

an excellent tool in refining your customer experience 
model.  It also proves to add revenue and profitability 
to your bottom line.  

MXM CEO Blair McHaney said: “I have been dazzled 
by the focus on member experience from IHRSA, to 
the Tech Summit, Club Industry and at FitLife. That is 
great for our industry. My hope has always been that 
operational member experience management software 
would be as common as running water and HVAC.” 

He said that he has heard several leaders say, “I don’t 
understand how you would run a business without 
constant feedback from your customers.” 

He added that the fitness industry is on the verge of 
explosive growth, and he believes that means we will 
get some deeper penetration into the other 80 percent 
of people who don’t belong to gyms. 

“We need to be prepared by delivering a better 
customer experience than they have grown 
accustomed to from Starbucks, Hyatt, and frankly, a lot 
of small shopkeepers at local stores and restaurants,” 
he said. “We need to ‘out customer-experience’ 
everyone — not just other gyms.”

  
Culture – Metrics – Business Models
I asked Bryan O’Rourke with investment and consulting 
firm Vedere Ventures as well as president of the 
Fitness Industry Technology Council, what three things 
should be on the radar of health club operators right 
now, and this is what he said:

1. Creating a culture and compensation dynamic that 
attracts and keeps great people.

2. Understanding that the cost of member acquisition 
via digital in particular is surging so how you spend 
marketing dollars is becoming more important. 

3. Differentiating your business model in a profitable 
way. What is really making you money and how does 
that resonate with your existing and potential members?

Healthcare and Medical Integration
I believe we will see tremendous opportunities looking 
at fitness, wellness and medical integration as a 
continuum of care. One of the bright opportunities 
we have is a shift from simply fitness to overall well-
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CONVERSATIONS WITH INDUSTRY LEADERS 
YIELD INSIGHTS INTO 2022

BY BILL MCBRIDE, PRESIDENT AND CEO, ACTIVE WELLNESS AND BMC3

Bill McBride with Active Wellness and BMC3 shares some of the insights into 2022 
he has gleaned during discussions with industry leaders in the first month of 2022. 
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being.  Our customers need the mental, emotional and 
social solutions our products provide in addition to the 
physical elements we have been known for.  

Jeff Skeen, who operates in the medical integration 
space with his companies Results Redefined and 
ReShape Companies, shared the following with me. 

Due to the shut-
down of the health club 
industry during the 
pandemic, operators are 
looking for ways to not 
only replace lost revenue 
but also to be seen as 
part of the healthcare 
industry. Unfortunately, 
although fitness was a 
critical part of combating 
COVID, politicians 
viewed fitness as more 
“entertainment” and 

“beautification” because of the decades-long messaging 
from health clubs.  The great news is that health club 
owners are now being more proactive about how they 
are being viewed through a number of avenues:

Advertising. Working with agencies to provide 
messaging to the public that health clubs are not only a 
place to get fit but also to improve mental and overall health.

Medical community partnerships. Making 
an effort to partner with physicians in the community 
to ensure that their patients are kept healthy and are 
lowering healthcare costs.

Leveraging insurance reimbursements. With 
the emergence of technology, which makes it easier 
for health clubs to work with insurance companies to 
receive insurance reimbursements for health club and 
digital fitness memberships, operators are starting to 
replace lost income.

“Although the pandemic presented many challenges 
for health clubs and gym owners, I am encouraged that 
the industry will be stronger than ever,” Skeen told me. 

The Future of Health with Customized, Timely 
Technology Solutions
We are getting closer and closer to dramatic 
improvements in the use of technology with our 
human-to-human service models. As I’ve shared 
many times before, people are the secret sauce of 
our business models and cannot be replaced by 
technology, but technology can allow for increased 
efficiency, revenue management, customer experience 
management, consumer analytics, profit optimization 
and freeing humans to directly connect with and have 
positive impact on our customers.  

Mike Rucker, who is the chief digital officer at Active 

Wellness, told me that the fitness industry is at an 
exciting cusp regarding the future of health. Through 
better use of technology over the next three to five 
years, we will be able to create adaptive, closed-looped 
experiences that provide people with just what they 
need, at just the right time. Rather than fitness delivery 
that’s “good enough,” we will be able to customize 
delivery based on level and preference, leading to 
better adherence and outcomes. Rather than dictate, 
we will cocreate regimens that not only satisfy but also 
provide timely feedback crafted to be meaningful at 
the n of 1 level. Engaged by specific, motivating data, 
we will finally reach a point where we can help people 
create habit loops that are not only rewarding, but 
more fun as well. This convergence of opportunity, 
fueled by improved hardware and better software 
design, will lead to better retention and improved 
member satisfaction for any club that takes advantage.

People, Results, Community
I always share the People + Product + Process = Profits 
model. Brent Darden, former interim CEO of IHRSA 
and current REX Roundtable chair, has some great 
takeaways to focus on as we enter 2022.   

Based on topics of focus at recent industry events 
and with the REX Roundtable groups he leads, he told 
me that his hope is that club operators will keep three 
things top of mind: 

1. People first. In this era of labor shortage and what 
some are calling the “great resignation,” it’s imperative 
that recruiting, training, empowering, and retaining of 
staff remain a priority. 

2. A commitment to truly help members achieve 
results. Supporting their efforts with specific resources 
and coaching that enhance the likelihood of success. 

3. Seizing on the opportunity of a heightened 
awareness in society related to the benefits of being 
active and healthy. Consider exploring and expanding 
club programs and services that meet the needs of 
underserved segments of the local community.

BIO
Bill McBride is co-founder, 
president and CEO of Active 
Wellness, as well as CEO of BMC3 
Consulting. He has nearly 30 
years of experience managing 
all aspects of commercial health 
clubs, medical fitness centers, 

residential, community, multi-tenant and corporate 
fitness sites. McBride has served as chairman of IHRSA’s 
board of directors and several advisory positions for 
prominent industry associations. He is actively engaged 
as an industry education author and speaker.

“The customer is setting 
the rules on what they 
want, where they want 
it, when they want it and 
they seem to be willing 
to pay for just that.  ”
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In the most recent McKinsey & Company report, 
“Wellness in 2030,” analysts declared that “if Starbucks 

likes to think it can be a third place, then a gym can very 
well be a third place.” The concept of a third place refers 
to a place outside the home and work where people 
gather as a point of connection or community.  

Here are three ideas to help your club become that 
third place and boost your business.  
1. Bridge the outdoor fitness routine within 
your gym walls. Outdoor activities such as walking, 
hiking, running and cycling remain No. 1 in popularity, 
according to last year’s consumer research conducted 
jointly by IHRSA and ABC Fitness Solutions. Cardio 
training and flexibility/stretching remain gym goers’ top 
preferences across all age groups and genders.  

The preference for outdoor activities was also 
evident in mobile app trends, with cardio activities 
increasing by nearly 80 percent compared to 2020. 
Walking increased 261 percent, running increased 129 
percent, cycling increased 217 percent, and elliptical 
increased 214 percent. 

Programs that create a seamless fitness experience 
will continue to be in demand in 2022, meaning you 
may want to consider: 
•  Hosting running, walking or cycling groups to retain 

existing members and recruit new ones. 
•  Creating specific training programs or virtual 

challenges in your club app for runners and cyclists.  
•  Including recovery offerings that target runners, 

walkers or cyclists. 
2. Use technology to motivate members to 
achieve their goals. Both intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation vary between age groups and gender, 
ranging from specific health goals to staying active and 
having fun, according to IHRSA’s consumer research. 

The top three goals for gym members are customized 
health programs, weight loss and muscle gain, along 
with other main goals such as stress reduction, 
immune health and mental well-being. The right 
technology can target and personalize programming 
both in club and virtually. 

•  Use sales and marketing automation to deliver 
cohort-based promotions. 

•  Sell and deliver coaching in-person or digitally in 
your branded app based on each member’s interests. 

•  Create and deliver virtual classes and training that 

let members choose their preferred way to exercise. 
Consider a more boutique-like and unique club 

experience, either coupled with traditional gym services 
such as mindfulness meditation after group workouts or 
unbundling from your typical membership and creating 
a premium tier, like a dedicated nutrition supplement. 

When members are motivated, they will be happier 
with their journey, leading to a longer lifetime value 
and bigger wallet-share for your club. 
3. A fitness journey is about mindshare. Good 
habits are the secret ingredient to success in meeting 
long-term goals. Keeping fitness top of mind can help 
members create good habits, and you can support that 
by helping members track over 11 million habits annually 
with habit tracking mobile apps. The top habits are step 
counting, digital detox, prioritizing self-care and abstaining 
from alcohol. This means 11 million more touchpoints 
between the member with their fitness provider, either 
through daily reminders or in-app notifications.  

Nutrition is also a driver of better fitness results. 
Meal tracking and nutrition apps are increasing in 
demand with 300 million meals having been logged in 
the past 12 months. Is it time to partner with or have 
a nutritionist on staff? Are your coaches certified 
nutritionists who can help create programs for your 
personal training members? 

If mental well-being and stress reduction are the top 
member goals, it makes sense to offer wellness as a 
premium part of your coaching service. 

All good decisions are rooted in data, and these 
consumer data points can help generate fresh ideas 
and programming for your business in 2022.   

BIO
Cristine Kao is CMO of ABC Fitness Solutions, a premium 
fitness technology provider. Fueled by her passion to 
create healthier communities using technology, Kao 
has spent more than 20 years in the healthcare sector 
helping hospitals, doctors and fitness clubs accelerate 
business performance. She has held sales, operations 
and marketing positions at ACTIVE Network, Carestream 
Health, Phreesia and GE Healthcare, where she helped 
launch award-winning products, create global brands, 
and open up novel and niche markets. Connect with her 
at https://www.linkedin.com/in/cristinekao 

3 TRENDS YOU CAN USE TO BOOST  
YOUR FITNESS BUSINESS IN 2022 

Adapting to these three trends could help move your fitness facility to the sought-after “third place” 
in people’s lives behind their home and workplace, and they could help boost your business in 2022.  

BY CRISTINE KAO, CMO, ABC FITNESS SOLUTIONS 

SPONSOR: ABC FITNESS SOLUTIONS

https://abcfitness.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cristinekao 
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ABC IGNITE is technology for the people who move fitness forward. The 
flexible, scalable and intuitive solution offers all the tools gym owners and 
operators need to accelerate performance, operate efficiently and deliver 
exceptional and differentiated member experiences.

#FitnessForward

abcfitness.com   |  866-364-4596 
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My prediction for 2022 is that it will be the 
year people take ownership of their personal 

health and fitness. The pandemic has exhausted 
the world. Consumers are seeking solutions 
and businesses that will help them live well. 
Fitness centers, studios, gyms and 
the health club industry as a whole 
need to understand “living well” and 
recognize that “well” means different 
things to different people. 

Current health club users (the 
20 percent of the population that 
frequent our gyms) are primed for 
complementary solutions and services 
to spend their discretionary income 
on “being well.” Wearables and ecosystems that 
give this demographic real-time data to compete 
against their peer group will thrive. This group is 
competitive against themselves. For example, they 

want to know their one rep bench max, morning 
oxygen level or fastest 100-yard split in the pool 
so they can compete with themselves and others. 
This demographic wants to define both “wellness” 
or “normal” and excel beyond it. Personal training 

and recovery solutions will be 
popular with this group because 
they want to continually set and 
exceed physical and personal goals. 
This demographic has expanded 
fitness to include nutrition and 
mental health, so supplements, 
plant-based programs, yoga, barre 
and meditation will be popular add-
on services. 

Living well for the other 80 percent of the 
population looks different as this segment of 
the population may not understand physical 
activity or that exercise is medicine and a means 

2022 IS THE YEAR  
CONSUMERS TAKE OWNERSHIP

BY ALLISON FLATLEY, OWNER, ALLISON FLATLEY CONSULTING LLC

As some of the 80 percent of consumers who are not currently members of a 
fitness facility seek ways to improve their well-being, the health club industry must 

meet them where they are to offer them a roadmap to wellness. 
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“Consumers are 
seeking solutions and 
businesses that will 
help them live well.”
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to feeling good. The good news is that more 
physicians and health care professionals will 
begin to include physical activity assessments as 
part of every patient visit and will recommend 
fitness professionals and facilities they support 
and value. Fitness professionals, fitness centers, 
studios and gyms need to connect with physicians 
and healthcare providers in their community 

to strengthen 
relationships, offer 
programs and 
develop referrals. 

To reach this 
80 percent of the 
population, fitness 
professionals, fitness 
centers, studios 
and gyms need to 
develop and market 
easy options to get 
fit or to live a healthy 
lifestyle. Walking 
programs and mini 
workouts will be 
popular. Simple 
and straightforward 
are two themes 

dominating 2022. Products and solutions that 
make things simple for the consumer will be in 
high demand. Businesses and companies with 
clear messaging will thrive. Studios and women-
only gyms will grow because consumers want to 
be around people like themselves. Larger gyms 
and clubs will need to segment their population 
to emphasize the small communities within their 
membership.   

Lastly, demographics influence everything, and 
the U.S. population is trending older. According 
to the 2020 census, the 55- to 64-year-old 
demographic grew 19 percent in the last decade, 
the 65- to 74-year-old demographic grew 50 
percent and the over 75-year-old demographic 
grew 18 percent. Fitness and wellness programs 
for older adults will become a mainstream industry 
focus. From a club owner’s perspective, this is a 
unique opportunity because this cohort generally 
has more money than its youthful counterparts 

and should offer an attractive opportunity to 
provide a health and fitness environment and 
programs catered specifically to them.

There is more opportunity today than ever 
before as the definition of healthy living has 
expanded. Our industry is broader and positioned 
to serve more people, which makes 2022 very 
exciting. Cheers to 2022 and much success ahead.  

BIO
Allison Flatley has been 
committed to the health and 
fitness industry for 30 years. 
Throughout most of her career, 
she was focused on building, 
operating and growing corporate, 
residential, commercial, 

government and hospital-based fitness and wellness 
programs. From 2013-2017, Flatley served on the 
IHRSA Board of Directors as Nominations Committee 
chairperson and vice-chairperson. Today, through 
Allison Flatley Consulting, she helps organizations with 
their strategy, business growth and client engagement.  

“Living well for the 
other 80 percent of 
the population looks 
different as this segment 
of the population may 
not understand physical 
activity or that exercise 
is medicine and a means 
to feeling good.”
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When health clubs had to pivot in 2020, the industry 
used the word “hybrid,” but we don’t need to 

use the term anymore. Members have evolved in their 
workout preferences, expectations of club amenities 
and even how fitness is part of daily life. If we can make 
any prediction for 2022, it’s this: As new technologies 
evolve and attitudes shift, fitness isn’t virtual or in-club; 
it’s all of the above, all of the time. 

Goodbye, Virtual. Hello, Fitness. 
One of the biggest drivers of evolution and adaptation 
in the fitness industry is club members. When people 
were temporarily forced to exercise at home, it was 
convenient to find a class on an app. During hectic 
workweeks or while juggling life and childcare, the 
flexibility of well-organized, curated and on-demand 
classes meant that people didn’t miss their weekly HIIT 
class when a winter storm blew in or work required a 
late night.  

Today, premium, on-demand fitness experiences 
are on members’ terms and are a central component 
of fitness offerings at any club. Year-on-year growth 
of online fitness is expected to grow by 33 percent, 
making it a $6 billion slice of the annual fitness 
industry by 2027, meaning it’s time to integrate 
on-demand content into member offerings if you 
haven’t already. 

Combo Experiences 
New advances in technology are unifying the fitness 
experience for members. Better, newer technology 
solutions and fitness platforms offer the best of 
both worlds. Members can now access on-demand 
fitness classes based on emerging trends from 
celebrity trainers and global fitness brands as well as 
a localized and personalized livestream experience 
from local club instructors. One-stop shop fitness 
platforms will become the norm; club members can 
take a class live in-studio when it works for them, 
stream that or another local club instructor class at 
home or on the go, and access on-demand technique 
exercises, stretches, wind-downs and other content 
that can augment both experiences. This integrated 
normalization of all forms of the fitness experience will 
continue to evolve. 

Inclusive, All-Ages Fitness  
Ten to 15 years ago, exercise was extreme. Going to 
the gym meant pumping heavy weights and sweating 
in intense classes—all in the name of looking good. 
Consumers today are focused on physical and mental 
health as well as overall wellness. Demand exists 
for all-ages and all-abilities fitness content: youth 
programming for families eager to get their screen-
locked children active, all the way up to workouts and 
conditioning for older family members to help with 
strength, balance and flexibility. Classes and content 
are all about every fitness level, improving access for 
members. Expect to see more demand for in-club and 
livestreamed sessions that cater to these growing life 
stage needs and all abilities. 

Integration of Cardio Equipment and  
Class Content 
One of the fastest-growing trends is the rise of exercise 
content specifically designed for club cardio equipment 
— high-resolution, high-energy and instructor-led 
classes that members can access on phones or 
tablets while using club treadmills, stationary bikes or 
ellipticals. In 2022, on-demand classes will continue to 
break free of the gym studio in a new environment of 
open access where members can use their own screens 
anywhere on the club premises. Members can use a 
quiet corner to follow guided stretches and mindful 
relaxation, a stationary bike to tackle a high-energy 
cycling class and anything in between. It’s a new era 
of virtually anywhere fitness where live, livestreamed 
and on-demand experiences all work together to help 
members stay fit, mentally strong and healthy for 
whatever 2022 brings. 

BIO
Uday Anumalachetty is divisional vice president at 
FitnessOnDemand. He’s a 25-year veteran of the 
technology and fitness landscapes, overseeing the 
evolution of streaming and on-demand experiences 
that bring together the best premium content from 
global fitness producers around the world, together 
with innovative products and solutions to help clubs 
stay one step ahead of what members demand. He can 
be reached at uanumalachetty@fodvirtual.com. 

TRADITIONAL? DIGITAL? VIRTUAL?  
IT’S JUST FITNESS. 

Four ways the fitness experience is changing for members and health clubs.  

BY UDAY ANUMALACHETTY, DIVISIONAL VICE PRESIDENT, FITNESSONDEMAND 

SPONSOR: FITNESSONDEMAND

mailto:uanumalachetty%40fodvirtual.com?subject=
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FitnessOnDemand allows you to economically 
deliver live and on-demand virtual fitness 
classes to your members anytime, anywhere 
for ultimate flexibility and convenience. 

Activate your studio 24/7 and broadcast  
your classes to your entire member-base  
with a single platform. 

ENGAGE MORE MEMBERS,
VIRTUALLY ANYWHERE

877-474-0505
fodvirtual.com

Virtually Anywhere Fitness
Offer content 

anywhere, anytime.

Hybrid Club
Blend your on-site live  

instructor-led classes with on  
and off-site virtual options.

In-demand. On-demand.
Global fitness brands, worldwide 

trainers and trending workout 
at your fingertips.

Club Industry Ad.indd   1 1/12/22   10:42 AM
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Over the past two years, active consumers were 
met with a health pandemic like no other seen 

in recent history. The COVID-19 pandemic was a 
disruption to all aspects of life as we once knew 
it. As with any disruption, consumers changed 
their behavior to adapt. The changes within the 
fitness industry were seismic, not only with the 
way consumers modified their workout regimens, 
but also with how we as operators addressed the 
requirements brought on by both government 
health and safety mandates and the new consumer 
expectations. 

On the demand side of the curve, consumers 
drastically changed workout routines, taking 
advantage of readily available programming 
through streaming apps and on-demand 
technology for their at-home workouts; they 

stepped outdoors to engage with Mother Nature 
on bike trails, hikes, runs, walks; and they spent 
record-breaking numbers on at-home workout 
equipment. In addition, we saw significant 
drops in membership counts within our brick-
and-mortar clubs. Not only was there a shift in 
consumer behavior, but there also was a shift in 
the consumer mindset. Active consumers now 
place high value on and recognize the benefits 
of a regular fitness routine on their overall sense 
of well-being and mental acuity. To that point, 
the notion of simply losing weight as a primary 
goal for working out has dropped on the list of 
priorities, falling behind “just want to be active” 
and a need to “maintain/improve mental acuity.”   

On the supply side, gyms were forced by local 
governments to close their doors and wait out the 

BUILDING BRAND AWARENESS IS A UNIQUE 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 2022

BY MARK WILLIAMSON, CO-FOUNDER AND OWNER, CLUBINTEL

With all the changes in the fitness industry during the past two years, health club 
and studio operators may want to take this time to better communicate their 

brand’s value with an eye toward building brand awareness.
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worst of the pandemic. Sadly, during this time, 
reportedly more than 9,000 gyms, studios, and 
health clubs closed their doors for good. This 
development provides fewer choices for the fitness 
consumer, making the need to communicate a 
health club’s brand value proposition all the more 
important — think building brand awareness versus 
pure sales promotions. 

As we approach 2022 and all it has to offer, 
the opportunity exists for health and fitness club 
operators (and marketers) to pivot along with the 
shifts in consumer behavior. Keep in mind, these 
shifts now entail not only changes with their 
workout regimen but also include needs that go 
well beyond just improving one’s physicality: they 

go much broader and 
deeper to reflect the 
emotional and mental 
benefits of living a 
healthy lifestyle. As 
the active consumer 
re-emerges into the 
market shopping to 
join a new health club, 
gym and/or studio, a 
unique window has 
opened for brands 
to re-engage with 
consumers on a new 
and exciting level. 
This may well be 

the perfect time for a renewal of your consumer 
brand promise, one that curates a unique and 
differentiated brand story to attract the attention 
of these consumers and places your health  
club at the top of their consideration when the 
search begins.  

 
BIO
Mark Williamson is co-founder 
and owner of ClubIntel, a 
marketing research and 
operations consulting firm 
focused on helping operators 
within the club industry grow 
their business with consumer 

sentiments and insights as the foundation for 
strategic decisions. The company consults directly 
with many of the fitness industry’s leading brands and 
associations. Prior to founding ClubIntel, Williamson 
had more than 20 years client-side experience leading 
consumer insights strategies and teams for industry 
leading brands, including 17 years within the club and 
hospitality industry at ClubCorp USA.  Most recently, 
he led consumer insights teams for international 
restaurant brands such as Applebee’s, Chili’s, 
Maggiano’s, On The Border, Romano’s Macaroni Grill, 
and Corner Bakery. Outside of the hospitality industry, 
Mark led the consumer insights team at Match.com. 
Mark received his BS in Business Management at 
LeTourneau University and has numerous certifications 
in the field of marketing research.

“As the active consumer 
re-emerges into the 
market shopping to join 
a new health club, gym 
and/or studio, a unique 
window has opened for 
brands to re-engage 
with consumers on a 
new and exciting level.”
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Since the pandemic started in early 2020, 
mental health has been in the news 

continuously. The past two years have made clear 
that COVID-19 poses risks beyond our physical 
health. The increased attention on the importance 
of mental health is most welcome, not least 
because it has helped rid some of the stigma 
attached to it and encouraged those affected to 
seek help. According to Johns Hopkins University, 
26 percent of Americans aged 18 and older — a 
quarter of the adult population — suffer from a 
diagnosable mental disorder in any given year. 
Unfortunately, the pandemic has likely made these 
figures worse.   

The message is clear: You are not alone, so 
please don’t suffer alone. 

An encouraging aspect of this message is how 
often physical activity is highlighted as a way to 
improve mental health. For those of us working in 
the fitness industry, it is hardly news that exercise 
is not just about aerobic capacity and muscle size. 
People who exercise regularly do so not just for 
weight loss or an improved physique but because 
it gives them an enormous sense of well-being. 
We can certainly vouch for workouts leaving 
exercisers feeling more energetic throughout 
the day and ensuring they sleep better at night. 
Regular physical activity has the power to make 
them feel more relaxed and positive. We know this 
because members tell us. 

The proof isn’t purely anecdotal. Plenty of 
scientific evidence on how exercise helps mental 
well-being was available even before the pandemic 
hit. Take findings in 2019 from Harvard Medical 
School that running for 15 minutes per day or 
walking for an hour reduces the risk of major 
depression. Similarly, a study from The Lancet of 
1.2 million people across all 50 states showed how 
people who exercise regularly have, on average, 1.5 
fewer days of poor mental health per month when 
compared to those who do not exercise.  

Studies such as these have been quoted so 

often during the pandemic that the message that 
“exercise is also good for your mind” has finally 
gotten through to the general population.  

This new awareness and openness toward mental 
health — and the link between physical activity 
and mental well-being — has presented facilities 
with an opportunity and a challenge: to take on 
an enhanced role in improving people’s physical 
health while mitigating the global mental health 
crisis.  

But facilities can only fulfill this role if they 
adopt a more holistic, body-and-mind approach to 
their offerings. Operators will increasingly have to 
prove that their workouts simultaneously target 
physical and mental health to retain wellness-
savvy members.   

The message to facility operators grappling with 
this new reality is similar to what we heard during 
the pandemic: “You are not alone.” Operators do 
not need to find the solutions all by themselves 
— there is help available from suppliers and 
providers. Tapping into resources allows operators 
to provide their exercisers with a complete 
approach to all aspects of wellness.  

Working together as an industry, we can offer 
those who visit our facilities the support and 
instruction they need through the three Ms: 
mindfulness, meditation and movement. 

BIO
Rooted in holistic, interactive, personalized 
training, iFIT Mind is invested in a person’s  
entire well-being. These diverse workouts—  
from yoga and meditation to mindfulness and 
nutrition— are curated by renowned physical 
and mental health experts who help members 
become the best version of themselves. To 
learn how you can help exercisers improve their 
mental well-being, visit Freemotion from iFIT at 
FreemotionFitness.com or contact +1 (877) 363-
8449 or sales@FreemotionFitness.com. 

SUPPORTING IMPROVED  
MENTAL HEALTH THROUGH FITNESS 

The fitness industry plays a crucial role in exercisers’ mental well-being. 

BY FREEMOTION

SPONSOR: FREEMOTION

https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/wellness-and-prevention/mental-health-disorder-statistics#:~:text=An%20estimated%2026%25%20of%20Americans,substance%20abuse%20and%20anxiety%20disorders.
https://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-and-mood/more-evidence-that-exercise-can-boost-mood
https://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-and-mood/more-evidence-that-exercise-can-boost-mood
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpsy/article/PIIS2215-0366(18)30227-X/fulltext
https://freemotionfitness.com/
mailto:sales%40FreemotionFitness.com?subject=
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Connecting your Physical, Emotional, 
and Mental Health, available on 
Freemotion 22 SERIES cardio

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT US 
+1 (877) 363-8449  ||  sales@FreemotionFitness.com  ||  FreemotionFitness.com
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The health club industry is going to continue 
to evolve to meet the needs of those who are 

determined to pursue their health and wellness 
journeys in 2022. Now that we are in a new year 
of new trends, new goals and a new 
evolution of the COVID pandemic, 
the health club industry is going 
to continue to provide innovative 
solutions for anyone who wants to 
actively care for their physical and 
mental health. 

As people continue to show a 
commitment to staying in shape, 
it’s going to be important for the 
industry to support them at physical 
locations as well as virtually. Gym 
transparency is key, as members are looking for 
safe spaces to work out as restrictions continue 

to be lifted. At the same time, the industry 
needs to be on the forefront of integrating and 
driving fitness technology to help members with 
a roadmap. Whether they’re visiting in-club or 

through a virtual workout, we need 
to be able to provide the resources 
that will make their health a top 
priority. 

Research has shown that the 
pandemic has affected not only 
our physical health but also our 
mental health. From social isolation 
to financial stressors, many people 
have been feeling the challenges 
on different levels. The focus on 
mental health and wellness is going 

to be as important within the industry as the focus 
on physical health. It will be up to us to provide a 

THE FITNESS INDUSTRY  
CONTINUES ITS EVOLUTION TO MEET  

THE NEEDS OF HEALTH SEEKERS

BY ADAM SEDLACK, CEO, UFC GYM
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A growing number of people are seeking better health, and the fitness industry is 
evolving to help them find their wellness in-person and virtually. 

“Research has shown 
that the pandemic has 
affected not only our 

physical health but also 
our mental health.”
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community that is positive, inviting and inclusive 
for all guests as people continue to struggle with 
re-entering a normal lifestyle and wellness routine. 
Plus, we’ve seen how beneficial the role of exercise 
and increased physical activity is for mental 
health, and it’s imperative that our industry 
continues to support fitness as a tool in battling 
these issues.

The pandemic also highlighted the importance 
of physical fitness in fighting off serious illness, 
including COVID-19. We have seen the link between 
obesity and greater adverse effects of COVID-19 on 
people who are obese. As people look to continue 

to improve their 
health, there will 
be an interest in 
strengthening 
immune systems. 
This will allow for 
a focus on how 
recovery, hydration, 
nutrition and 
supplements can 
play a significant 
role in boosting 
immunity. When it 

comes to specific types of workouts, we believe 
that MMA-inspired movements and workouts will 
continue to grow in popularity as they have a 
multitude of benefits, from functional movement 
and coordination to the development of one’s own 
pride and self-worth. 

A new year brings a renewed interest in fitness, 
but it’s also an important time to reflect on what 
we’ve continued to do well as an industry. Just like 
Dana White and our UFC parents showed over the 
last few years, UFC GYM is prepared to embrace 
the challenges of COVID-19 and provide our team 
and members fitness innovation to build their 
immune systems and improve mental health. Our 
dedicated team and fitness enthusiasts have stood 
together to achieve a common goal, which is to 
make the world a better place through health and 
wellness. It’s never been more important to offer 
a unique, premium and holistic fitness experience 
for our members and guests.

BIO
Adam Sedlack has more than 
three decades of leadership 
expertise, with 12 of those 
years dedicated to his role as 
UFC GYM’s president. He joined 
UFC GYM as a co-founder and 
helped build the concept from 

the ground up. It was the first major brand extension 
of UFC. Through Sedlack’s vision and leadership, UFC 
GYM’s footprint has grown to include more than 160 
locations throughout 37 countries and continues 
to expand and evolve with new locations, the 
introduction of the company’s new UFC FIT concept, 
new technology for group fitness and the gyms, a live 
streaming workout platform and more.

“A new year brings a 
renewed interest in 
fitness, but it’s also an 
important time to reflect 
on what we’ve continued 
to do well as an industry. ”
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The pandemic has prompted consumers to prioritize 
health, with 50 percent focusing more on their well-

being, according to the 2021 Global Fitness Report. 
Eighty-two percent of consumers regularly exercise (or 
soon plan to), while 75 percent of this group do gym-
type activities, making fitness the world’s biggest sport. 

Opportunities abound for operators to appeal to a 
generation that has taken tentative first steps into 
fitness and is now deciding what comes next, with 27 
percent of regular exercisers describing themselves as 
“absolute beginners.” Although 81 percent of beginners 
are interested in group activities, 66 percent prefer to 
exercise alone, suggesting a confidence gap to bridge 
before beginners feel comfortable. Instructors and staff 
play a major role in ensuring beginners feel welcome, 
while helping them find motivation to exercise for their 
long-term adherence.  

Doubling Down on Digital 
The explosion of digital fitness options presents a 
golden opportunity for operators; reaching beyond 
existing membership to attract fresh faces is key to 
long-term growth. 

Digital offerings drive leads in the beginner segment 
by bringing your club experience into the homes of 
people who wouldn’t typically visit your club. They can 
build fitness skills and confidence at home, starting a 
journey that sees them “graduate” into your facility. 

This also applies to maintaining your current member 
base. In this age of omnichannel fitness, 80 percent 
of members plan to continue using digital workouts 
post-pandemic. Apple, Google and Amazon are making 
digital fitness moves, but clubs remain uniquely 
placed to meet consumer demand for a 60:40 blend 
between live and digital workouts. Combining thrilling 
in-club workouts with high-class digital options can 
give operators an edge over digital-only rivals, keeping 

current members loyal and attracting fitness beginners.  

Expanding Reach 
A challenge for operators is to show how their services 
contribute not just to physical health but mental 
and spiritual health as well. Addressing conditions 
that affect large sections of the population is an 
opportunity for clubs to adapt their marketing to 
different audiences. 

 “We’re coming off the back of the biggest pandemic 
in a century, and health is now everyone’s top priority, 
so I think there are huge opportunities for clubs to play 
a more prominent role in getting people healthy and 
fit,” said Eddie Tock, CEO of REX Roundtables. “The 
key will be to make club activities more accessible by 
offering more outdoor and digital workouts, as well as 
acknowledging that people will want to work out in lots 
of different ways.” 

Whichever tactics prove most effective in reaching 
greater audiences, it will take sustained effort and 
collaboration to truly move the dial. A unique set of 
circumstances is steering people towards physical 
activity, presenting a major opportunity to seize the 
moment and take decisive strides forward.  

BIO
Sean Turner is the CEO of Les Mills US, a fitness 
company born out of Auckland, New Zealand, with 
more than 50 years in the group fitness industry. 
Previously, Turner was chief marketing officer of the 
Holmes Place Group and co-founded EVO - Fitness 
Evolved. He has held positions leading operations, sales 
and marketing in the fitness industry and founded 
Odyssey Network, a boutique soft-skills development 
company based in Europe. For more information on Les 
Mills US, visit lesmills.com/us/clubs-and-facilities or 
email business.insights@lesmills.com.  

WILL 2022 BE THE YEAR GYMS  
MAKE A QUANTUM LEAP? 

As fitness operators prepare to ramp up their recovery in 2022,  
what changes are required for the industry to progress? 

BY SEAN TURNER, CEO, LES MILLS US

SPONSOR: LES MILLS US

https://www.lesmills.com/global-fitness-report/
https://www.lesmills.com/clubs-and-facilities/research-insights/fitness-trends/2021-global-report-reveals-7-key-trends-for-the-new-fitness-landscape/
https://www.lesmills.com/clubs-and-facilities/research-insights/fitness-trends/2021-global-report-reveals-7-key-trends-for-the-new-fitness-landscape/
https://www.lesmills.com/clubs-and-facilities/research-insights/fitness-trends/2021-global-report-reveals-7-key-trends-for-the-new-fitness-landscape/
https://www.lesmills.com/clubs-and-facilities/research-insights/fitness-trends/2021-global-report-reveals-7-key-trends-for-the-new-fitness-landscape/
https://www.lesmills.com/clubs-and-facilities/research-insights/fitness-trends/2021-global-report-reveals-7-key-trends-for-the-new-fitness-landscape/
https://www.lesmills.com/us/clubs-and-facilities/
mailto:business.insights%40lesmills.com?subject=
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THE ULTIMATE
8 STEP GUIDE

lesmills.com/us/clubs-8-step-guide-to-minimize-risk

Minimize risk and maximize success in 2022.

Identify your blind spots and find the best 
opportunities with simple checkpoints, learn 
how to use digital to leverage the live fitness 
experience and find out how to best capitalize 
human connections in a pandemic world.

Download now
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As we start off 2022, Integrity Square is 
patiently awaiting the full recovery of the 

bricks-and-mortar players nationwide. We’ve seen 
the polar opposite of recovery 
trends, which have been based 
on geography (and psychological 
mind tricks): As of mid-January 
when I write this, blue states are 
still at 40 percent to 75 percent 
recovery levels versus red states at 
90 percent to 110 percent recovery 
based on COVID response tactics 
by local politicians and policies. By 
May 2022, we expect that all clubs 
and studios that have survived the 
past two years will return to pre-
COVID membership and revenue levels along with 
the welcomed return of personal trainers and their 

clients and revenue.
The reason for the limited number of middle-

market brick-and-mortar merger and acquisition 
activity (and private equity 
investments) over the past year 
has been the purchase price 
gap between the bid/ask spread 
valuation expectations. Interested 
sellers have looked to achieve 
valuations on pre-COVID EBITDA 
metrics while buyers and investors 
are still looking for that valuation 
discount. It has been a “show me, 
don’t project results for me” type of 
financial mentality, which will result 
in a strong pipeline of new sale 

processes commencing in second quarter 2022, we 
suspect.

2022 TRENDS IN INVESTMENT IN  
THE FITNESS INDUSTRY

BY PETER MOORE, MANAGING DIRECTOR, INTEGRITY SQUARE

By May 2022, clubs and studios that have survived the past two years should be 
back at pre-COVID membership and revenue levels.
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“Remember, the 
KEURIG machine did not 
kill Starbucks or Dunkin 

or Peet’s Coffee; it 
allowed people to drink 

more coffee.”
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On the bright side, and mostly in red states, we 
have seen strong high-digit valuations achieved 
by Planet Fitness area developer agreements 
(ADAs) in sales to larger private equity funds and 
one right-of-first-refusal acquisition exercised 
by Planet Fitness corporate of Sunshine Fitness 
for $800 million. These major transactions prove 
that the brick-and-mortar club market will not 
be shuttered (like Blockbusters or the arcade 
industry). 

To all the freelance writers who plastered the 
Internet with doom and gloom that everyone 
would enjoy working out in their apartment alone? 
Newsflash: We’re back. And we wrote your name 
down to call you out on your short-sightedness 
because what you did not appreciate is we are 
in the experience business, and live classes, loud 
music, community, socialization and results matter. 

On the franchising side, we expect a new flood 
of private entrepreneurial/operator capital going 
into the Xponential and F45 networks as those 
public companies seek to grow their footprints, 
royalty revenue and push hard to meet/exceed 
Wall Street expectations, which are very, very 
aggressive. We have been strong believers in 
Orangetheory Fitness ADAs and expect those 
studios will continue to 
post strong results and 
be the leading boutique 
franchisor in the 
category along with Club 
Pilates and Solidcore 
as their concepts are 
COVID-resilient based on 
the one-on-one socially 
distanced machine-based 
workout programming.

To touch on connected 
fitness, there will likely 
be a long pause on 
IPOs given Peloton’s 
trading patterns and 
headlines coupled with 
continued pressure on the company’s supply chain, 
relationship with the public markets, and overall 
usage stats, which will inevitably be a hybrid 
model for most fitness enthusiasts. Remember, the 
KEURIG machine did not kill Starbucks or Dunkin 
or Peet’s Coffee; it allowed people to drink more 
coffee. The same will happen in the HALO/fitness 
sector — more options, more money spent overall 
in the sector, and collectively, we will all be the 
solution in solving obesity, diabetes and loneliness.

A shout out to my friends Brian Smith at Piper 
Sandler and Michael O’Koomian at MOK Capital for 
continuing to assist in bringing in more and more 
institutional capital into the growth HALO sector 
through their respective investment banking 
teams.

 
BIO
Peter Moore is managing 
partner of Integrity Square, 
The HALO Advisors. If you are 
looking to motivate your team 
for the 2022 season, check out 
www.TimeToWinAgain.com and 
pick up some playbooks for 

your leadership team.

“By May 2022, we 
expect that all clubs 
and studios that 
have survived the 
past two years will 
return to pre-COVID 
membership and 
revenue levels.”
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https://www.integritysq.com/
https://www.halotalks.com/academy/time-to-win-again/
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For everyone in the fitness industry, the focus in 
2022 needs to be growth and evolution. Gyms and 

fitness facilities have faced closures and have often 
been omitted from vital funding and financial support 
when governing bodies have put together recovery 
plans for other sectors.  

This means that while we’re always looking to reach 
new audiences and customers, it’s essential that we 
put aside our differentiators and act as one body of 
health and well-being professionals. If we can come 
together to support communities, work in tandem with 
healthcare providers, and show people how they can 
make positive lifestyle changes with our expertise, we 
will see a shift in perceptions of what “fitness” is at 
both the end user and governmental level. We know 
it’s not just about workouts and six-packs; fitness is 
essential for mind and body.  

We influence this step change by committing to 
evolving what we’ve done in the past. Keep up the 
incredible work, but do not become complacent. Better 
never stops, and in raising our standards through 
meeting members where they want to work out, we can 
build on the positive attention that we have received 
over recent months.  

What’s important is that we don’t wait for people to 
come through our doors. Digital has been embraced 
as a necessity by many but dropped by some as things 
“return to normal.” However, simply offering a home 
workout option — or ways of engaging more people 
and penetrating deeper into any community — can be 
more than enough to spark attention and fuel lead 
generation for months. That’s not even mentioning 
the benefits in adding more value to your current 
membership. Give them further options if they were to 
go on vacation or just wish to fit more physical activity 
in their busy lifestyle without additional gym visits. 

Whatever platform you use or whatever approach 
you take, make sure you’re not viewing digital as a 
short-term, knee-jerk reaction to the pandemic. These 
are tools that can be used to grow your business for 
members who will stick around longer. 

The top 20 worldwide fitness trends for 2022 shows 
wearable technology, home exercise gyms and outdoor 
activities in the top three spots. Traditional brick-and-
mortar gyms aren’t going anywhere, but more people 
are getting active than ever before, and much of this is 
taking place outside the four walls of facilities. This is 
a pivotal moment in history for us, as we can guide the 
next step in their well-being journey. 

Accountability is key. Going for a run is great, but 
the benefits alone are often not enough to keep 
people going. Offer a reward for every effort, create 
achievable challenges and give every newcomer an 
active community for support to help them achieve 
their goals. 

Using wearable technology and interacting with as 
many people throughout your community as possible 
not only builds familiarity and loyalty to you as a 
fitness professional and voice of authority, but it also 
means more people will be so much more familiar with 
movement when they do decide to join a gym. This 
means the positive behavior change is much more set 
within their lifestyle, and the habits will stick for longer 
than if they came through your doors having never 
exercised regularly. 

If we want governments to stop seeing fitness as 
non-essential, we need to stop seeing our customer 
base as the already converted. It’s time to reach deeper 
into the community, host events, act altruistically and 
grow our value, our business and the community in 
parallel for the greater good. If that trend catches on, 
then everyone is in for an incredible year. 

BIO
Ben Hackney-Williams has worked in the fitness 
industry in consumer publishing, equipment 
manufacturing and is now head of content for Myzone, 
a wearable technology company providing engaging 
and motivational experiences that support behavioral 
change to make exercise habits stick. To contact him, 
email ben.hackney@myzone.org or visit myzone.org 
for more information. 

IN 2022, THE MESSAGE IS THAT  
FITNESS IS ESSENTIAL 

If we want governments to stop seeing fitness as non-essential, we need to stop seeing our 
customer base as the already converted. It’s time to reach deeper into the community 

BY BEN HACKNEY-WILLIAMS, HEAD OF CONTENT, MYZONE 

SPONSOR: MYZONE

mailto:ben.hackney%40myzone.org?subject=
mailto:https://www.myzone.org/?subject=
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JOIN THE
MOVEMENT

Discover how Myzone can transform your club.
Learn more at myzone.org or info@myzone.org

Get more people moving.
Earn their commitment.
See the engagement.
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Increased sedentary time during the pandemic has 
affected our overall health. Remote work, home-

schooling, shelter-in-place measures and the closure 
of fitness, recreation and sport facilities and programs 
contributed to more sedentary behavior. We’ve 
witnessed changes in our children’s physical activity 
levels and our own, observed the struggles of relatives 
dealing with chronic conditions, and dealt with personal 
mental and emotional health issues. 

Fitness professionals everywhere have been forced 
to adapt quickly in order to continue to reach people to 
keep them active for their health. The past two years 
have accelerated changes as digital fitness content 
became the norm and the fitness community adapted 
to provide in-person and on-demand content where 
and when their clients and members want to work out. 
The fitness industry has gone through a complete shift, 

and it has made fitness more accessible and flexible for 
many.

To find out more about new directions for fitness and 
what people should expect, canfitpro reached out to 
more than 54,000 fitness professionals and more than 
3,500 fitness business owners from across Canada 
in November 2021 as part of its annual fitness trends 
survey. In addition to sharing their experiences from 
the past year as part of a community health check, the 
fitness community was encouraged to evaluate and 
vote on predictions likely to impact the industry in the 
upcoming year.

Some of the leading trends Canadian fitness 
professionals expect to see emerge or continue in 
2022 are:

Demand for mind-body fitness offerings. 
People are already seeking balanced workouts where 

CANADIAN FITNESS PROS  
PREDICT MIND-BODY FITNESS  

FOR ANYONE, ANYWHERE

BY MAUREEN “MO” HAGAN, COO, CANFITPRO

The fitness industry has gone through a shift, and the result is that fitness is now 
more accessible and flexible for many people. 
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exercise is paired with restorative care practices. To 
satisfy this growing consumer segment, the industry 
will likely begin to see the opening and rapid expansion 
of fitness facilities that divide their space to offer 
mind-body experiences — providing smaller class sizes, 
stretching zones, sleep pods and even meditation 
rooms. To tap into the health benefits that connecting 
with nature has on the mind and body, it is possible 
that dedicated outdoor spaces or plant-filled zones will 
also be integrated into the holistic club experience.

New programs designed for all generations. 
Families are looking to adopt more collective 
approaches to household health and fitness — and are 

engaging their fitness 
professional to help with 
coaching for the whole 
family. As more people 
recognize that physical 
activity is vital for good 
health, there will be a rise 
in programs that target 
specific generational 
groups, as well as 
intergenerational fitness 
for multiple ages. Youth 
and sports-performance 
programs are filling 
as parents, guardians 
and others seek to help 
children and youths 
regain and develop their 
movement, flexibility, 
coordination and balance. 

Personal trainers and coaches are delivering partner 
training to grandparents, parents and their kids, 
siblings, couples and friends. Generational programs 
are being designed with fitness options tailored to 
specific abilities and physical/mental needs. 

Leveling up with skills in nutrition 
coaching. Along with a renewed focus on fitness, 
there is a move toward a healthier relationship 
with food. In fact, one in 10 Canadians has tried a 
healthy meal kit service for the first time during the 
pandemic, according to Stats Canada. With fitness 
professionals more engaged in the household, 
clients are also looking for nutritional guidance. 
Anticipating this interest, fitness professionals are 
expanding their credentials in healthy eating and 

weight management to deliver nutritional guidance 
and a comprehensive approach to whole-body care.

A move toward quality and smart 
technology. During the pandemic, many fitness 
lovers invested in at-home gyms, health trackers and 
wearables, and memberships with on-demand fitness 
providers to stay on track when gyms were closed. 
Even though these moves provide convenience to 
get active no matter what, they aren’t hindering the 
desire to return to gyms. In fact, these changes are 
influencing their expectations. As people return to 
gyms and studios, fitness facilities will have more 
impetus to offer connectivity with wearable devices so 
members can access their on-demand content, align 
their gym and at-home workouts and capture their 
health and fitness progress data seamlessly.

When asked about the most popular and effective 
programs, fitness professionals indicated they expect 
these programs to be in greatest demand for 2022:

•  High intensity interval training (54 percent)
•   Bodyweight-based strength and/or functional 

training (49 percent)
•  Dance, pre-choreographed classes (44 percent)
•  Outdoor conditioning (37 percent)
•  Strength training with equipment (35 percent)
•  Circuit training (31 percent)
•  Functional resistance training (31 percent)
•  Indoor cycling classes (26 percent)
•  Boxing/kickboxing/MMA classes (25 percent)
•  Sports performance conditioning (21 percent)
It’s great to see that fitness is evolving to be more 

accessible and to offer more variety and programs 
for every interest and ability. We look forward to 
supporting more people as we all return to physical 
activity and better health. 

 
BIO
Maureen “Mo” Hagan is COO of 
canfitpro, the largest provider 
of education in the Canadian 
fitness industry. Founded in 1993, 
canfitpro delivers accessible, 
quality education, certifications, 
conferences, trade shows, 

and membership services. canfitpro’s over 100,000 
members include some of the world’s finest fitness 
professionals, health club operators, industry suppliers, 
and fitness consumers. 

“To satisfy this 
growing consumer 
segment, the industry 
will likely begin to 
see the opening and 
rapid expansion of 
fitness facilities that 
divide their space 
to offer mind-body 
experiences.”

https://www.canfitpro.com/
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Now is a good time to follow up 2021 predictions 
and COVID predictions with an all-new look into 

fitness trends for 2022. These six predictions, based on 
conversations with industry leaders, focus on what the 
end user wants in 2022.  

Nutrition coaching will become a default 
element of personal training. The nutrition 
industry has shifted over the past decade from 
counting calories to building healthy habits. Nutrition-
focused habits are a major focus of programs such as 
BJ Fogg’s Tiny Habits. People don’t necessarily want 
to track meals, but they do want to improve their diet 
and make small changes to build long-term success. 
Nutrition coaching is becoming a default in personal 
training programs. 

Personal trainers will become big-time 
entrepreneurs. In the 2008 recession, Shopify 
exploded with ecommerce businesses. Now, COVID 
and app providers are having the same effect 
on the fitness industry. Fitness influencers have 
boomed on social media. Their niche brands are 
dialed into their missions, resulting in strong brand 
loyalty. These businesses need to monetize their 
audiences, sending them from Instagram, podcasts 
and newsletters straight to a purchase page, and 
they need to seamlessly offer all their services in one 
digital space. The Great Resignation is here, and the 
fitness profession isn’t exempt. More entrepreneurs 
will find independence from traditional business 
structures this year.  

Big-box gyms will incorporate 
personalized, boutique experiences. The 
one-size-fits-all approach to fitness will evolve as 
consumers need personalized experiences. Big-box 
gyms are morphing into new versions of themselves, 
becoming umbrella gyms with multiple boutique 
offerings under their brand name. Personal trainers 
may feel they need to level up their offerings to 
compete with boutique and enterprise gyms, but 
those gyms also need to niche down to compete with 
entrepreneurs. 

Fitness providers will become global 
content providers. In 2022, fitness businesses 
need to do it all — even compete with Netflix. The best 
example of this is digital-only studios such as Peloton. 
Peloton coaches have become celebrities in their own 
right. Their global library of content churns out more 

rides and builds more fans. Digital is part of every 
fitness business in 2022. Everyone is a content provider 
and needs to think about the libraries they’re building 
and monetizing on Instagram, YouTube and beyond.  

Leaderboards will die out. Leaderboards are 
all over consumer fitness, but they make some people 
feel excluded and clients will shift how they measure 
success in their fitness journeys. Think small group 
challenges, goals, thresholds and achievements. Fitness 
is becoming more open as gyms focus on inclusivity 
and accessibility. Everyone can play, and everyone can 
win. Doesn’t that sound more motivating? 

Functional fitness will reign over machines. 
People are moving away from machines. Fitness 
entrepreneurs can’t commit to the overhead of a 
large in-person business, and consumers don’t want 
to store a ton of equipment in their homes. Methods 
such as AMRAP, EMOM and programs with additional 
modalities are more streamlined, and they all fit 
into the at-home fitness trend. People also want to 
integrate more functional fitness — cycling, walking and 
sports — ideally with friends. As people have become 
more homebound as a society, socializing is even more 
important. 

It’s easy to think “future of fitness” and think 
technology — and we do want to build better apps 
and smarter tools. But most important is the shifting 
psychological and social context of the world around 
us. The world we live in is changing, and fitness is 
changing too. Pandemic aside, people need more 
convenience, more motivation and more human 
connection, and that is what will drive fitness for the 
next 12 months.  

BIO
Sharad Mohan is co-founder and managing director 
of Trainerize — a member engagement platform and 
mobile app powered by ABC Fitness Solutions. Mohan’s 
passion for customer experience and digital fitness 
fuels his commitment to help fitness businesses engage 
and empower members through technology and has 
kickstarted the growth of Trainerize, trusted by more 
than 200,000 fitness professionals and businesses 
worldwide to power their fitness, nutrition and habit 
coaching. Connect with Mohan on Instagram, LinkedIn 
or Medium.  

6 THINGS YOUR MEMBERS WANT IN 2022 
These six predictions for 2022 fitness trends are focused on what the end user wants. 

BY SHARAD MOHAN, CO-FOUNDER AND MANAGING DIRECTOR, TRAINERIZE 

SPONSOR: TRAINERIZE

https://sharad-mohan.medium.com/the-future-of-fitness-is-here-6-trends-to-watch-for-in-2021-7e8fd266525f
https://sharad-mohan.medium.com/how-covid-19-will-shift-the-fitness-industry-a1999e81e417
https://tinyhabits.com/
https://www.trainerize.com/
https://abcfitness.com/
http://instagram.com/sharadmohan/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sharadcmohan/
https://sharad-mohan.medium.com/
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Much like the fitness industry in the United States 
has faced challenges during the past two years 

and is looking to rebound in 2022, so is the European 
fitness market. 

In looking at 2022 trends in the European fitness 
industry, I see the following: 

Digitalization as a prerequisite for the 
development of the fitness industry in 
the future. The pandemic has led to a digital 
transformation in the fitness industry, including 
hybrid business models, e.g. livestreams for workouts 
at home combined with small group training in 
studios, health apps, gamification, delivery services, 
online shopping, virtual reality, digitally supported 
workouts at home like Gymondo or online indoor 
cycling like Peloton. New training technologies are 
on the rise. 

Bodystreet, as a boutique EMS fitness franchise 
brand with more than 300 studios on three 
continents, has done its homework and digitized 
many customer touchpoints, making our service 
convenient for our customers. For example, 
Bodystreet added digital signage, the Bodystreet app 
and an e-store to the portfolio.

Those who take digitization lightly run the risk 

of missing out on innovations or even revolutions. 
Many companies stagnated in growth due to a lack of 
innovation, and changes were only pushed forward 
hesitantly.

Digitization also means exponential development, 
faster networks and algorithms.

Like Netflix, the fitness and health sectors are 
evolving into entirely new needs. With all that has 
happened in 2020-2021, the fitness industry must 
face new consumer behavior. We no longer have to 
offer only stationary services for current customer 
needs, but also see other prospects for potential 
customers and future demands. This means we must 
be flexible in product development, product diversity 
and services for different target groups. 

New developments such as electromobility, 
robotics, energy efficiency, artificial intelligence, 
etc., pushed forward by the coronavirus will continue 
to grow and bring great benefits to consumers in 
the near future. Through regular market analysis, 
we make sure to know exactly what is happening in 
the marketplace. Bodystreet as a fitness franchise 
company is prepared for this. Those who want to 
profit from the Bodystreet hype in the United States 
or other countries already have good opportunities 

TRENDS TO WATCH IN THE  
EUROPEAN FITNESS MARKET IN 2022

BY EMMA LEHNER, FOUNDER AND CEO, BODYSTREET

European fitness brands are seeing some of the same trends that  
U.S. clubs are seeing but a few trends are more pronounced in Europe. 
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as master franchisees or in special roles such 
as area developer. The career opportunities in 
franchise systems in general have gained a decisive 
importance compared to the individual enterprise.

Consumers prefer sustainable products 
and services. Consumers have already started 
becoming more environmentally conscious with 
their purchases. They are willing to pay more for 
ethical and sustainable products and services. They 
care how the products are manufactured and how 
the materials can be reused and recycled. This 
movement will transform the fitness industry in 
Europe, forcing fitness companies to think about 
how they can lead with purpose. It includes taking 
responsibility for society and the environment, 
which in turn creates an opportunity for growth 
and competitiveness. We must also remember that 
most of the employees in the gyms belong to the 
younger generations, who have a great interest in 
sustainability. They prefer sustainable food, healthy 
eating and pay attention to ecological aspects 
such as vertical farming and in addition they follow 
sustainable trends. 

Thus, the topic of sustainability, environmental 
and climate protection is gaining more and more 
weight in society, for the young as well as the older 
generations. This is fundamental for a better future 
for the next generations.

Sustainable sportswear and fitness equipment, 
as well as fitness concepts that involve a low 
environmental impact — in other words, green 
fitness — are becoming increasingly important. The 
ecological footprint will become more and more 
indispensable in the fitness industry.

Sports combinations. The combination of two 
or more sports (mixed sports) is similarly on the 
rise and will become increasingly popular in 2022. 
For example, Piloxing (boxing and Pilates) and Cross 
Minton (squash, badminton and tennis). The great 
aspect is that you can combine your passion for two 
sports and learn a new kind of sport simultaneously. 

Fitness events and connectivity are gaining 
more attention. The last two years have taught 
us about social distancing, but people are looking 
for opportunities to come together again. Trends 

in which people train together in small groups and 
motivate each other are popular.

It is in the nature of people to belong to a society 
and a community. Today, the main motivation for a 
fitness membership is no longer just the workout 
but also the desire for social interaction. Companies 
that observe and respond to this consumer need 
have a greater chance of overcoming the economic 
challenges caused by COVID-19. New technologies 
and digitalization can make this possible. For 
instance, there are online workshops where 
customers can share their opinions and experiences 
and virtual reality methods that allow customers to 
train together while at home.

Boutique fitness concepts are on the rise. 
Living with coronavirus restrictions have made 
society more sensitive to hygiene standards. People 
pay more attention to training safely, which is why 
they prefer to train in small groups rather than in 
large classes. As a result, the concept of boutique 
fitness studios is becoming more mainstream. 

Systems such as Bodystreet, which has specialized 
in the concept of micro studios for years, are 
particularly popular in times like these.

In conclusion, we find that the increasing 
awareness of health issues and healthy lifestyles 
leads to a higher willingness to invest in health.

This leads to a high potential of the fitness 
industry to respond to these new needs. 

The fitness market is far from saturated, and we 
are confident that emerging trends in the European 
fitness industry will make 2022 a successful year. 

 
BIO
Emma Lehner is founder 
and CEO of fitness franchise 
Bodystreet. With 20 years in 
the fitness industry, she has a 
long track record of leadership 
and success. She was voted one 

of the 100 most influential women in franchising. 
Bodystreet, the global leader in EMS training, was 
awarded the Global Franchise Award for Best Fitness 
Franchise in 2020. In 2019, Lehner joined the German 
Senate of the Economy as a senator.
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As we move through another pandemic year, what 
industry trends will shape the future of healthcare, 

wellness and fitness? A survey of our members and 
industry leaders found a diverse range of trends to 
watch in 2022, including health coaching, hybrid group 
fitness, recovery programming and new nutritional 
offerings. However, we predict that the following three 
trends will have a significant impact on the industry.  

Medical fitness integration. The pandemic 
brought in a heightened awareness of health as the 
public learned of the risks of co-morbidities and the 
importance of a healthy lifestyle.  

“The medical fitness center model has gotten the 
attention of many traditional health clubs,” said Doug 
Ribley, president of Douglas A. Ribley & Associates 
and formerly the senior vice president of health and 
wellness services for Cleveland Clinic Akron General. 
“The adoption of the key elements of this model 
appears to be gaining traction as one of the most 
compelling industry trends for 2022.” 

The medical fitness model consists of four 
differentiators: 

1. Medical oversight 
2. Qualified/credentialed staff 
3. Clinical integration 
4. Safety 
Adopting a medical fitness model may seem like 

a daunting business pivot, but this transition can 
optimize impact on community health while creating 
an important market share expansion that will have an 
immediate and long-term impact on business success.   

Outdoor fitness. The pandemic reintroduced 
more individuals to organized outdoor exercise, such 
as small group training and group exercise classes. This 
fitness trend moved up from No. 25 in 2010 to No. 4 in 
2022 on ACSM’s annual list of fitness trends.  

Administrators at Valley Health Wellness & Fitness in 
Winchester, Virginia, knew they needed to embrace new 
ways to provide wellness and prevention services to 
members and community despite ongoing restrictions 
on indoor activity. In their most recent member 
satisfaction survey, outdoor exercise ranked high on 
the list of what members wanted.  

“We started to reach out to our equipment vendor 
partners to see what solutions were available and help 

us create a vision of outdoor community health and 
wellness,” said Jeff Jeran, corporate director of fitness 
services at Valley Health. “We have developed a plan to 
accentuate our award-winning indoor fitness, wellness 
and rehabilitation services, and to provide an inviting 
outdoor facility for all age groups and abilities for both 
members and the community.” 

The Great Resignation. In 2020 and 2021, 
employees left their jobs in record numbers; this has 
been dubbed The Great Resignation. One reason 
people are quitting is to find a job that follows their 
passion. Enter medical fitness. 

The fitness industry inherently attracts people 
who are mission-driven. Beacon Health & Fitness in 
Indiana is receiving more inquiries than ever before 
from healthcare professionals considering a career 
transition into medical fitness. These people still want 
to work in a health field, and they are still intensely 
passionate about making a difference. However, being 
on the preventative side of the healthcare industry 
is attractive to them, as is the positive, high-energy 
environment that a medical fitness facility can provide.  

Before they make that jump, though, they need to see 
that you are as committed to your mission as they are.  

“We keep our mission in the forefront by sharing 
member and associate success stories at every 
meeting,” said Alan Loyd, executive director at Beacon 
Health & Fitness. “We also identify trackable metrics 
around our mission to post on everyone’s work 
dashboard. If details from your mission don’t land 
on your dashboard, you’re missing an opportunity to 
connect the two.” 

In 2022, the road ahead is filled with opportunities 
to keep our communities healthy, go beyond the four 
walls of fitness facilities and make sure our employees 
are inspired every day to give it their all.   

BIO
David Flench, MBA, FACHE, FMFA, ACSM-cEP, is  
president and CEO of the Medical Fitness Association 
(MFA). MFA is a professional membership organization 
whose mission is to foster opportunities for the 
development and operational success of medically 
integrated fitness centers. For more information, visit 
www.medicalfitness.org.   

3 TRENDS IN MEDICAL FITNESS FOR 2022 
These three trends will have a significant impact on the fitness industry in 2022.

BY DAVID FLENCH, PRESIDENT AND CEO, MEDICAL FITNESS ASSOCIATION  

SPONSOR: MEDICAL FITNESS ASSOCIATION

https://www.medicalfitness.org/
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Before the fitness industry can fully recover from 
the past two years of chaos, it needs to respond 

to the trends that the chaos wrought. Some health 
club operators may be in a better position to respond 
than others, but at least with the trends laid bare, 
operators can evaluate how to proceed. 

Club Industry asked the following fitness business 
owners, operators and fitness professionals to share 
their insights on 2022 trends impacting the industry 
and how the industry should respond. 

Tony de Leede
Founder, Club W 
In 2022, a lot has changed based 
on what’s happened during the 
past two years, but some of 
this year’s trends were evolving 
way before COVID-19 created 
chaos. However, that chaos may 

have sped their evolution. Here are some trends club 
operators should watch and consider adapting if they 
haven’t already. 

Membership tiers. I have been observing 

in clubs in the United States and Australia the 
evolution of different tiers of membership that 
are an up-charge in 100 percent of cases. Look at 
Planet Fitness, the largest fitness center (in terms 
of number of members) in the world. They currently 
have more than 2,200 clubs, primarily in the United 
States, Canada and rapidly growing in Australia. 
Planet Fitness has stuck with its base $10 weekly 
membership in the United States, but from what I 
understand, its Black Card membership, which is 
$22.99 per month, still comprises in excess of 50 
percent of the sales. This membership is an upgrade 
to a separate Black Card space, which is a wellness/
recovery space that includes in the United States 
sun tanning beds (now illegal in Australia), massage 
chairs, hydro massage, spray tanning booths in some 
places as well as other devices. They and many of 
the other budget brands are increasing the size and 
scope of these areas to include more wellness-type 
products to increase the volume of these premium 
memberships. Many other clubs are now exploring 
these wellness and recovery areas — in most cases at 
a premium price.

20 VIEWS ON FITNESS AND WELLNESS  
INDUSTRY TRENDS TO WATCH IN 2022
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Being able to respond to the trends impacting the fitness and wellness industry 
will be vital to recovery for each business and the industry as a whole in 2022.
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Technology. The interesting and rapid evolution 
of virtual content (i.e. content streaming on-demand 
or pre-scheduled) is gaining more traction and in 
many cases going into their own separate stand-
alone rooms. It’s a bit like group cycling that started 
as an add-on in the big group exercise rooms where 
you would wheel bikes in for the group cycling class 
and put them back around the edge after the class. 
Then group cycling went into its own room, and it 
rapidly grew in size. The same is happening now with 
virtual content as forward-thinking companies are 
establishing their own group cycle rooms with either 
only virtual or a blend of virtual and live. We also 
see this happening with recovery rooms that host a 
blend of virtual breathing, meditation, stretching, Chi 
and other offerings in five- to 10-minute bites. These 
offerings become part of the recovery routines that 
people who exercise are increasingly embracing. 

Also, streaming apps for your membership base are 
becoming mainstream. 

Wellness pods. The growth and evolution of 
infrared saunas inside clubs is huge and include 
recovery massage chairs, breathing and meditation 
chairs, LED light therapy, Halo/salt therapy and 
meditation pods. We coined the terms touchless 
treatments and tech-enhanced wellness that now are 
being embraced in Australia. 

A number of independent brands are growing, and 
in some cases are locating next to or inside fitness 
centers. In Australia, brands such as City Cave are 
growing rapidly with a combination of floating and 
infrared with some specialty massage. I foresee 
versions of brands such as Restore in the United 

States will become embedded inside fitness centers. 
One of the leading groups that has been embracing 
this in the United States is Life Time. 

Co-working spaces. Some clubs are putting in 
varying sizes of co-working spaces. Again, Life Time 
is leading the way with this. In Australia, entirely 
separate brands have community wellness centers 
that have wellness lounges, wellness co-working and 
wellness collectives. These brands include Club W, 
which is the brand I recently launched.

Box within the box. Another interesting trend 
in business models is “the box within the box.” As 
some mid-range companies in the United States 
and Australia look at how they can become more 
competitive against the ever-growing budget clubs, 
they are looking at how to have a competitive 
edge. The only thing they have been able to point 
to historically is the group fitness component. 
Increasingly, boutiques are eating away at the group 
fitness parts of mid-range clubs, so companies such 
as LA Fitness are joining with Xponential Fitness to 
put some boutique brands inside their larger facilities. 
This is a trend that will accelerate around the world. 

Carol Nalevanko
President, DMB Sports 
Clubs (Village Health Clubs  
& Spas)
The pandemic has shined a 
bright light on the fact that some 
portion of the public views our 
facilities, services and products 

as merely entertainment. When government officials 
put fitness centers, gyms and clubs in the same 
category as bars and restaurants when choosing 
which businesses to shut down at the start of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, they did considerable damage to 
the real mission of our industry. 

I am hopeful that one of the more important trends 
emerging from this pandemic will be a focused effort 
from the health and fitness industry to move us out of 
the entertainment category and into the healthcare 
and wellness category. 

To be successful with this change, we will need to 
realize that all of us have a responsibility to support 
IHRSA by increasing our donations for advocacy, 
become more involved in our local and state 
governments, and highlight the wellness programs 
that many of us already offer in our facilities. 

During the pandemic, we changed our tag line from 
“Life’s Better at the Village” to “Life’s Healthier at 
the Village.” We consolidated all of our marketing 
collateral for wellness and nutrition offerings so we 
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could promote them as a comprehensive, one-stop 
approach to mental health and well-being. 

Another trend for us is more focus on nutrition. We 
now have a registered dietitian on staff to service our 
members.

Rebuilding the membership base remains a primary 
goal for 2022. Staying true to our brand of high-
end health clubs and expanding human connection 
opportunities is an important focus for us. People are 
starving for more ways to meet other members so we 
will expand our small, safe, social activities and events 
such as wine tastings, hikes, cooking classes, cornhole 
leagues, happy hours, walking clubs and more. 

Once our clubs reopened, participation in 
livestreaming and on-demand group exercise classes 
and virtual personal training declined. I believe the 
trend will be a hybrid approach where members will 
still utilize our virtual offerings when they cannot 
make it to the clubs. One trend for the future is to 
use technology to connect members while inside the 
clubs. A few ways to assist members in getting more 
out of their club membership include putting QR 
codes on fitness and cardio equipment that instruct 
members how to use the equipment, having our 
personal trainers add training sessions and exercises 
on our app, and allowing members to log their 
workouts. Improving our technology and our member 
app will remain a key focus.

Another trend for us is how we market and sell 
club memberships. We offer longer, complimentary 
trial memberships so prospects who may be fearful 
of coming to our clubs get many opportunities to 
experience what it means to be a Village member. 
We have also gone back to doing more direct mail 
than we have done in the past while still focusing a 
significant amount of our marketing dollars on digital 
and social marketing.

I feel confident about the future of the health and 
fitness industry. The past two years have shown 
people the importance of being healthy, both 
physically and mentally. One trend I would like to see 
is having gym, studio and club operators realize that 
our product is health, and we should put more value 
on what we are selling.

Ty Menzies 
Global CEO, Snap Fitness 
The past two years have been 
nothing short of tough on the 
mind, body and soul. In fact, it is 
scientifically proven that exercise 
has a direct link to improved 
mental health. A recent study 

proved that 85 percent of people exercise to boost 
or change their mood. In 2022, we’re hoping that 
consumers begin to realize that fitness can become a 
core driver in the way they feel, among other trends 
we expect to see in the fitness industry this year.

Other trends to watch in 2022:
A hybrid approach to fitness is here to 
stay. During the pandemic, many people had to 
find new ways to reach their fitness goals at home 
while gyms were closed. Many people will continue 
to exercise in the comfort of their own home; 
however, even those who work out at home will 
maintain their gym memberships and alternate 
the days in which they exercise at the gym and 
at home. Gyms offer more equipment and fitness 
classes, along with being a change of scenery 
from home. Thus, we are working toward hybrid 
solutions for those at home and gym goers. One 
way we have started this is through our Snap App, 
which offers hundreds of online workouts for our 
members to utilize while at home.
Diversification of fitness offerings is key. 
Gym members also value the option of doing 
diverse types of workouts, which means gyms 
will need to cater to a wider audience and to 
the evolving needs of each member. Fitness 
concepts will need to look into including more 
classes that gym goers can take, such as Pilates, 
group cycling, HIIT and others not always found 
in traditional gyms. But more importantly, gyms 
will need to diversify these types of classes, such 
as fusing some of the offerings together to keep 
the concepts fresh and different than the classes 
offered at stand-alone Pilates or HIIT studios. Snap 
Finesses’ new gym model does this by hosting 
both boutique and traditional fitness under one 
roof, along with having state-of-the-art facilities 
and equipment.
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More members will desire personalized 
exercise experiences. Another area of focus 
in 2022 is the consumer’s fitness journey. It’s 
important for us at Snap Fitness to ensure every 
member has a personalized experience at our 
gyms while being able to knock out their own 
individual goals. This is another tool we are 
offering through our Snap App. Members can 
personalize their fitness experience by setting 
goals for themselves while tracking their progress 
on the app. We aim to provide a more holistic 
approach to each member’s well-being to be 
mindful of not only their physical health but also 
their mental well-being, especially considering 
the toll the last two years has taken on people’s 
mental health. 
Increased strength training focus for women 
and men. Each member’s fitness journey is 
different and ever-evolving, and so are their desired 
workouts. A big shift in the fitness industry that 
many don’t talk about is the increased focus on 
strength training for women. We have quadrupled 
the number of squat racks in our gyms during the 
past few years partly because of this and expect 
this desire for more strength and muscle training in 
women to increase.

Understanding how to meet the ever-changing 
needs of your club’s members is truly the most 
important part of operating a fitness club. During 
2022, Snap Fitness will continue to evolve with key 
fitness trends to provide results for everybody and 
every body.

Bryce Morrow
Vice President of Company 
Owned Development,
Burn Boot Camp
Burn Boot Camp, like fitness 
brands across the country, 
turned challenges the industry 
faced over the last couple of 

years into opportunities to learn and grow. The only 
option to serve members was to meet them where 
they were, and the need for that will evolve in 2022 
and beyond.

Keeping a laser focus on providing the best member 
service possible for your fan or membership base is 
a must. Brands will continue to prioritize this trend 
in the years to come to continue creating loyal 
customers who want to see you grow — and be a 
part of that growth. To do that effectively, you must 
understand the needs and wants of all members. Lean 
into what the brand was built on and its core focus. In 

all our efforts, Burn Boot Camp empowers, inspires 
and transforms through a community-based fitness 
experience.

Technology continues to be the future for 
any business, especially in this industry. But it 
shouldn’t be used to replace human connection. 
Instead, it should be used to empower a culture 
of connectivity inside and outside of the business. 
Keeping community at the forefront of everything 
we do is and will always be Burn Boot Camp’s 
number one priority. 

Recently, businesses have seen a fast-growing 
demand for even more flexibility from society, 
which means people want to know they have 
options before committing. Technology certainly 
plays a role, but to excel, you need to have 
excellent customer service. Big picture: Instead  
of focusing all efforts on trends that will 
accelerate your growth, prioritize a compound  
of strategic initiatives with a clear and inspiring 
long-term vision. 

Shaun Grove
President, Rumble
In 2020 and 2021, many people 
discovered fitness for the first 
time, whether that was at home 
with a streaming service or 
outside walking and running. 
Because of the pandemic, 
existing fitness-goers and those 

new to fitness have a heightened sense of awareness 
for prioritizing their health, well-being and fitness. 
I anticipate these individuals will start looking for 
a gym or studio to exercise in 2022 once they feel 
comfortable venturing out of their homes, if they 
haven’t already at the start of the year.

I predict a migration away from big box gyms 
and an attraction to community-focused boutique 
fitness studios where newcomers do not need to feel 
lost in the shuffle or overwhelmed with the various 
equipment and workout options. Boutique fitness can 
offer them the close-knit, personalized experience 
that many people are searching for after spending 
so long detached from their communities, potentially 
feeling lonely and isolated during the pandemic. When 
you have a boutique fitness class that only has 10, 
25 or maybe 50 available spots, it’s more likely that 
you will see the same people taking classes again 
and again and develop a connection to those around 
you. This notion of fitness newbies flocking to the 
boutique setting is supported by a survey we recently 
conducted at Xponential Fitness across nine of our 

https://burnbootcamp.com/
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brands. Of the new members surveyed, 48 percent 
are working out for the first time in their lives, with six 
months or less of having a fitness routine.

Diva Richards
CEO and Founder,
Hardwork No Excuses
The past few years have taught 
us to expect the unexpected. 
This was not our first and 
definitely will not be our last 
pandemic. All strategies should 

include some thought process of how we can be 
more interactive with our members when we cannot 
physically be in person.

Every club needs to have virtual and outdoor 
offerings to train its members and do meet-ups. 
Thousands of platforms are fighting for our members’ 
attention. The goal is to keep them on ours.

Whether you buy a fitness app, create your own or 
operate through Zoom, be prepared to engage them 
in and outside of the club. This will be one of the 
missing links between those clubs struggling versus 
those that will continue to thrive. The integration 
of technology is more critical than ever. With the 
introduction of the metaverse, the way we teach and 
offer fitness classes will change. The oculus may 
become the fitness equipment at our facilities in the 
future. The current possibilities are endless. 

Also in 2022, the industry is focusing on wellness. 
Recovery stations will now be a part of the members’ 
everyday experience. The use of percussion tools, 
massage chairs, vibrating foam rollers, hydro beds, 
cryotherapy and saunas will become a staple in the 
member experience. 2022 is going to force club 
owners to become part of the digital revolution 
whether or not they like it.

Helaine Knapp
Founder and CEO, CITYROW 
Hybrid and digital-first fitness 
brands are uniquely positioned 
for growth in the new year. 

The pandemic was a catalyst 
for millions of us to recalibrate 
our approach to health and 

wellness. With many gyms closed for months on 
end, people were forced to rewire their approach to 
working out — doing so in their homes. That meant 
investing in at-home fitness devices and equipment. 
As gyms start to re-open and adoption climbs 
back up to pre-pandemic levels and even beyond 
pre-pandemic levels, we’re entering another re-

calibration phase. 
2022 will continue to prove that digital fitness 

isn’t a passing trend. Consumers have come to 
enjoy the convenience of the at-home workout, 
so now it’s about how to integrate that into a 
schedule that includes both at-home and in-studio 
or gym workouts. 

As much as the at-home surge was driven by the 
pandemic, it also was driven by technology and the 
rise of IOT devices and the smart home. Consumers 
are hungry for more and more data, using metrics 
and insights from workouts to inform decisions 
they make throughout their day, from what to eat, 
to when to go to bed. Connected fitness equipment 
is no longer a “nice to have” — it’s a “need to have” 

for many as a motivator, accountability partner and 
commitment tracker. 

For me, the first studio class back in person felt 
like coming home. Despite working out at home 
consistently, I pushed myself harder, dug deeper 
and was more focused than ever the second I 
stepped back into the gym with others. Watching 
the community around me, they all clearly felt  
the same. 

We’ve seen the data comparing client 
performance between at-home and in-studios, 
and almost all clients post better numbers on a 
given challenge when surrounded by community. 
Experiential wellness has been building for decades, 
and the pandemic forced a pause. But as people 
crave connection more than ever and will be 
investing more in their wellness than ever before, 
this sector is primed to see exponential growth. 
Connecting with like-minded people is core to 
human nature; it’s how people build community 
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and not only learn but motivate each other. People 
want to feel a part of something greater than 
themselves, and with digital fitness, they are able 
to connect with people quickly, easily and from the 
comfort of their homes. 

But the gold standard will be in-person for 
those looking for it. This will always be part of the 
fitness puzzle and is a large reason why CITYROW 
is committed to a hybrid business model that can 
include everyone, anywhere, anytime.

On a global level, the pandemic has brought to light 
how unhealthy and unsustainable day-to-day life was 
for so many. The increased focus on wellness means 
those looking to think deeper are evaluating how 
to move more but with less negative impact on the 
body. This is why modalities that are effective but not 
wearing to the body, such as rowing, are having such 
a resurgence. 

I’m seeing a huge shift toward intentional workouts 
that focus on the entire body as a system, including 
mobility and recovery. At the end of the day, we all 
only have one body, so thinking smarter about how 
we move it — just like we’re getting smarter about 
what we put in it — is how it will stay strong for us 
throughout a long life. 

Eddie Tock
Partner, REX Roundtables
Predicting future trends has 
always been more of an art than 
a science. And although no one 
expected the events of 2020-
2021, we should never forget the 
only thing for certain in our lives 

is change.
We managed to survive the recessions of 1987 and 

2008, the events of Sept. 11, 2001, and many other 
crazy events such as Hurricanes Katrina and Harvey. 
We will continue to grow.

Our REX Roundtable member clubs have a recovery 
rate of more than 86 percent, and I am optimistic 
about our industry’s future. 

Clubs of the future will diversify their offerings to 
include:

1. Outside classes and workouts where possible as 
members want a new experience.

2. More strength, less cardio – and group exercise 
coming back as people long to be with each other.

3. Virtual offerings will continue, some through the 
clubs and some direct to consumer.

In addition, I see the following trends happening:
Doing more with less. During the past two 

years, club operators realized they can do more with 

less and will continue to be lean on staff. However, 
they will devote more time, energy and money into 
their development, especially managers and owners. 
Leadership development will be a real budget line 
item that now can offer a competitive advantage. 
This means going beyond just conversations about 
operational issues — what REX calls the first agenda 
— and more focus on the second and third agenda, 
which works on culture, strategy, systems, staffing 
and leadership. 

Focus on marketing. Clubs will spend more 
on marketing than before as we need to increase 
the awareness that we are part of the solution 
for longevity and better quality of life and health. 
Consumers will respond better to content and 
education than to joining offers based on money like 
in the past.

Technology for retention and member 
experience. Club operators will look to technology 
for better solutions to run their clubs, for staffing and 
new programs, but most importantly, for retention 
and member experience. Our industry has always 
focused on sales but never enough on retention and 
experience.

Tiered memberships. More clubs will have 
tiered memberships and include programs on 
wellness, mental health, diabetes prevention  
and recovery. 

Evolution of sales. The sales process will 
continue to evolve. Better trained overall staff 
will focus on sales, but we will also see traditional 
sales teams that are better trained and more 
focused on the member experience. Online sales 
will double for many clubs.

More visits per member. Club usage per 
member will continue to increase as members are 
more focused on quality of life.

Hank Ebeling 
Owner and Coach, H4 
Training
Did you know that the happiest 
people are those who engage 
with other people? As humans, 
we are wired and designed to 
interact with others, and we 

thrive on it. With COVID mandates and a decreased 
social calendar, people are in need of community 
and social gatherings. With that in mind, why not 
make your facility their new social hub in 2022? 

So many businesses have shifted to remote 
workplaces, removing even more social interaction 
from people’s lives. A regular trip to the gym or 
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studio will not just improve health but also will 
relieve stress. It will be a way for people to get out 
of the house (which now for the past two years has 
often also been the office and childcare center) for 
some in-person interaction even more than ever 
before. 

Facilities need to create an inclusive 
environment to make everyone feel comfortable 
and welcome. One way to do this would be to 
create more events both in-house and even off 
property as things open in your community. 
Can’t find a location off property to meet? Utilize 
Zoom or another video conferencing site to host 
game nights, wine tastings, question and answer 
discussions and more. 

Now is also a great time to use your social media 
platforms to further build community and a sense 
of belonging by going live, creating polls and 
asking questions. Online workouts are nice, and at-
home equipment can get the job done, but people 
want and need human interaction and a place to 
go. And in 2022 that place will be your gym.

Cameron Corder 
CEO, Cleveland County 
Family YMCA
Each week, you can find a new 
article about the growing mental 
health challenges facing our 
world. This growing societal 
problem does not discriminate 

based on age or economics. You can find articles 
about the loneliness of seniors, the depression of 
teenagers or the scourge of addiction.

Research consistently shows one antidote (among 
perhaps others): exercise. 

I think the growing trend in 2022 and beyond will be 
how wellness becomes more prescriptive to address 
mental health issues. 

Exercise has been shown to help improve other 
conditions, including Parkinson’s disease and 
Alzheimer’s. The medical, insurance and corporate 
communities have been pro-active in addressing 
cardiac and diabetic risks. Even with a senior 
population, programmatic growth around slips and 
falls or movement have been popular. 

As our population ages, those issues will continue to 
grow.

Any organization with a mission of impacting 
community health must look to find ways to address 
what many think is the number one health crisis 
in our country – mental health. The cause-driven 
organization will find partners and establish systems 

and solutions. 
I hope that the trend of making exercise more 

prescriptive to addressing mental health issues is fast 
growing.

Billy Polson
Consultant, The Business 
Movement, Diakadi Fitness
In an effort to assist more clients 
in 2022 with achieving their 
optimal health and fitness goals, 
we will see a large population 
of advanced-level personal 

trainers upgrading their practices by becoming board 
certified health and wellness coaches through the 
National Board for Health and Wellness Coaching 
(NBHWC). These newly board-certified trainers signify 
an interesting adjustment to the economics of our 
industry in that they represent the first time that a 
form of health and fitness coaching will be eligible for 
coverage by a client’s health insurance. 

For health club and boutique studio owners with 
staff or independent personal trainers working within 
their facilities, this offers two powerful business 
development opportunities:

1. Expanded accessibility of personal 
training services. During the last few years, 
personal training has expanded beyond the idea 
of simply being a luxury item for upper class 
communities. More middle-class customers are 
appreciating and taking advantage of the value 
received from hiring a trainer. If board-certified 
coaches are able to accept insurance for personal 
training sessions, an entirely new population of 
lower-income clients will be able to take advantage of 
individualized fitness and health coaching. 

2. Designation of fitness as an essential 
service. Board-certified coaches will also boost the 
role of the fitness industry as an essential service 
provider of health and wellness services, a movement 
that our industry has been desperately pushing for 
throughout the business closures of 2020 and 2021.

Brandon Cullen
Co-Founder and Chief 
Concept Officer, MADabolic
Everyone in every industry 
has had to pivot in unique and 
unexpected ways over the 
last two years, and the fitness 
industry is no exception. As 2022 

brings hopes of continued stabilization and growth for 
the industry, the lessons learned in this sector over 
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the last two years have accelerated the evolution of 
the fitness industry in irreversible ways.

Or maybe not. 
Even though so much has changed, so much is 

exactly the same. Big box gyms are still relevant. 
Digital, or at-home fitness, has its place. And yes, the 
boutique space is thriving once again. 

My predictions on the most significant trends to 
come to the boutique fitness industry in the new year 
include strong growth, consumers who are hungry for 
more structured programming, and a continued trend 
toward the accountability that only in-person training 
can provide.

Boutique fitness will continue to experience a 
dramatic bounce-back in 2022. This trend is already 
in motion and will continue into the new year, 
collectively positioning the industry for one of its 
biggest 12 months to 24 months to date. 

Coinciding with this growth, expect to see a 
consolidation of concepts. Concepts with robust 
underlying systems survived the worst of 2020-2021 
lockdowns and mandated closures and are thriving 
today. As we move forward, the strong will continue to 
grow stronger. 

We all know that life as we knew it has shifted a 
lot in recent years. And the shift has opened the 
eyes of fitness consumers to think differently about 
self-care, rest and recovery. Expect to see fitness 
concepts emphasize more balanced programming, 
longevity and a structured path to aging athletically. 
This doesn’t mean the fitness industry will become 
soft, but it does mean that tropes like “never miss a 
Monday” will begin to loosen the grip they’ve had over 
a sector that has long declared more to necessarily 
mean better. The days of pounding the cardiovascular 
hamster wheel will take a back seat, and concepts that 
deliver a sustainable, strength-based approach will 
see a surge in 2022, not to mention strong retention 

into future years.
Although consumers may be more in-tune with 

their rest and recovery priorities, they still crave 
the quality and accountability that only in-person 
training can provide. I believe the digital surge will 
continue to slow, as shown in recent months, and 
in-person training will continue to expand its hold on 
the fitness market in 2022. Although various concepts 
pivoted to provide virtual options through 2020 and 
2021, the natural limitations of virtual training have 
surfaced, and consumers will be largely enthusiastic 
about returning to studio classes in 2022. Beyond the 
camaraderie that develops in an in-person setting, 
screen-based workouts cannot accommodate the 
same level of accountability and quality of workout 
the in-person experience provides. Digital offerings 
will not go away, but the in-person experience will 
continue to trend upward this year.

The fitness industry has experienced both 
significant changes and underlying consistencies in 
recent years, and 2022 looks promising, especially 
to those concepts that offer strength, structure and 
accountability to consumers. 

Trever Ackerman
Chief Marketing Officer, 
Fitness Connection
If I’ve learned anything over the 
past two years, it’s that predicting 
trends in our current environment 
is a fool’s errand. I do, however, 
believe in using the most recent 

information you have available to make smarter 
decisions. It’s through this lens that I want to share a 
few fitness-related consumer insights based on data 
collected in the fourth quarter of 2021 to forecast what 
we will see this year. 

Affordability is important. While consumers 
may have increased their savings during the early 
days of the pandemic, in a re-opening economy there 
are new and competing demands for their dollars. 
And due to the recent inflationary environment, 
these dollars are under even more pressure, which is 
causing the middle market to seek out higher value 
fitness options. 

Cleanliness is king. Whether this is a short-
term result of our new sanitizer-toting lifestyles or 
a sustained behavior change remains to be seen, 
but consumers care about cleanliness. They are also 
less willing to work out in small or crowded spaces. 
Larger facilities that invest in cleanliness have a good 
opportunity to gain share. 

Casual gym-goers are on the sidelines. In 
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general, the folks that have enrolled over the past six 
to eight months are committed to their fitness, and 
we see that through an increase in visit frequency. 
Collectively, we still have some work to do to 
convince the other portion of our former customers 
to recommit to their health and wellness routines. 
Because these are the casual gym-users, they are 
also less likely to have invested in at-home or digital 
fitness offerings, so it’s important that we get them 
back into the game. 

Some things remain constant. Despite all that 
may have changed in the past two years, some things 
have remained the same. Non-gym users continue to 
attribute their sedentary lifestyles to having a hard 
time getting started, not being held accountable and 
not seeing results. As fitness marketers, we need to 
continue to invest time and energy into solving this 
worthy challenge. 

On a personal note, I’ve been nothing but impressed 
by the collaboration I’ve seen in the industry over 
the past two years. It seems like there is finally 
broad-based alignment around the idea that we can 
all win together. I hope this ideal remains far after 
the challenges we currently face subside. Cheers to 
a successful 2022, and I hope you all achieve your 
growth goals for the months to come. 

Justin Tamsett
Managing Director,  
Active Management
We all made predictions for 
trends in 2020, and due to 
COVID-19, we could not have 
been further from actuality. We 
had another crack at predictions 

in 2021, and then the delta and omnicron variants 
of COVID-19 crushed those trends. So, who on earth 
would be game enough to peer into a crystal ball and 
attempt to identify trends in 2022?

Well, I am. Here are five trends that I think you can 
bank on for this year:

Marketing to alumni members. We will all get 
better at speaking with our alumni members. The 
past two years have seen many clubs lose members 
to other exercise options, mainly at-home or online. 
In 2022, we’ll see whether people have the personal 
discipline to stick with these options or if they will 
return to brick-and-mortar clubs and studios. The 
clubs that have continued the conversations and have 
cared for alumni members will see them return. The 
marketing key will be conversing with them, making 
them feel important and wanted, and not pitching 
them continuously. We will understand more about 

getting old members back by the end of 2022.
Technology. Innovation continues with technology. 

As members desire greater personalization and 
a more fulfilling experience in clubs, the growth 
will be in clubs’ IT departments. We will see more 
clubs employ technology leaders, build automated 
member journeys and strengthen relationships with 
their members through technology. We also will see 
clubs pushing back on current suppliers of member 
management programs to ensure they deliver what 
they want — just as our members want a personalized 
journey, club owners will want personalized member 
management to ensure a unique experience for their 
members. 2022 could well be a tipping point for 
relationships between technology suppliers and clubs.

Show employees a purpose. A deeper 
purpose will plug any holes. Throughout 2021, we 
heard about the Great Resignation, and this seems 
to be continuing in early 2022. The businesses that 
will have Teflon on them will be those with a clear 
vision, statement and consequent actions to show 
a higher purpose. People of all generations want to 
work for businesses and companies that are giving 
back to their community. If your club is supporting 
the community — environmentally, economically or 
opportunity — then not only will people stay, but you 
also will attract quality staff. Think global but act local 
with your staff. 

Lack of planning. A huge chunk of our industry 
did not plan for 2022 because they thought it was too 
difficult to predict the future. For those owners, this 
year will be one of mediocrity in performance, likened 
to running on the spot. Conversely, the owners who 
build structure and plan for growth will experience 
growth this year. They will be dynamic, fluid and be 
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proactive in their decision making as opposed to 
reactive. The trend for 2022 will be the businesses 
who plan will succeed with less stress and greater 
freedom.

Strengthening leadership through peers. 
Focusing on what we can control will be the center of 
our universe. As leaders, we all have the choice in how 
we respond to the environment we live and operate in. 
Our response will be mirrored by our people. In 2022, 
leaders who speak with their peers in roundtable 
groups and at industry events will feel more in control 
and less overwhelmed because they get greater 
clarity in decision making through these interactions. 
They are not alone. Focusing on what they can control 
will be reinforced by their peers making them display 
positive behaviors to their team. This will make their 
facilities attractive places to work and join. Those 
leaders will not be whining, feeling down and creating 
a pessimistic environment. They will have a positive 
culture, clearly differentiated from their competitors 
and be the place to be part of in 2022.

Karen M. Raisch-Siegel
Executive Director, 
LifeWorks of Southwest 
General
A big trend in health clubs in 
2022 is more medically based 
programming. Gyms will need 
to be used for various clinical 
programming that can no longer 

be supported in a clinical setting. The clinical world 
is going through a major disruption. Programs that 
are in a clinical setting have higher overhead costs 
and staffing salaries. Examples of programs include 
cardiac rehab transitions, weight management, pre-
diabetic and other chronic disease. We know these 
programs can work from the success of facilities 
such as ACAC and others that offer physician-
referred programming. National programs such 
as Rock Steady Boxing for Parkinson’s is another 
example of a medically based program successful in 
the fitness setting. At LifeWorks, we offer a pre-hip/
knee surgery program to enhance the speed and 
ease of recovery. 

We have the opportunity to take the next step. 
There are some programs in a clinical setting that 
are cash based, which will make this even more 
possible. A program such as Phase III Cardiac Rehab 
is cash based. Insurance does not reimburse for 
this program. This can be done in a fitness center. 
It is happening in our own facility. The hospital 
Phase III Cardiac Rehab is terminated, and we 

are transitioning to a cardiac rehab program in 
the fitness center. This program will be similar 
to cardiac rehab and administered by our fitness 
coordinator, who has the experience. 

We need to watch for these doors that are slowly 
opening and be prepared to step through them. We 
help so many people already; it’s time to expand 
our reach.

Mindi Bridges
Chief Brand and Marketing 
Officer, VASA Fitness
At VASA Fitness, we predict 
a bright future for fitness in 
2022 and beyond. We believe 
the fitness industry will be 
reinvigorated by people’s desire 

to make strong in-person connections and build 
relationships within their fitness communities as we 
emerge from the pandemic.

One strong indicator that 2022 will be all about 
connecting is the rise in interest we’ve seen in 
personal training. To help people re-prioritize physical 
as well as mental health, we’ve taken an approach 
that is customized and focused on individual 
motivation and accountability planning. We think 
personal training will be a huge opportunity for 
fitness operators to help members by making deeper 
connections that increase the chances of reaching 
their goals. 

We also believe technology will continue to 
play a critical role in helping people connect and 
engage. We already leverage wearable technology 
to connect members, encourage competition, and 
reward them in our STUDIO RED HIIT classes. We 
also use technology at check-in to alert us when 
members are celebrating a special occasion, such 
as a birthday, giving us the opportunity to make 
personal connections. 

Mind-body wellness will continue to be an 
emphasis for most people in 2022 and beyond. 
VASA offers a number of new and innovative 
classes and premium amenities centered around 
this, including our recently launched STUDIO 
FLOW infrared yoga, massage chairs, spa areas 
and more to help members relax, de-stress and 
recover to enhance mind-body connection and 
promote overall mental and physical health. Our 
STUDIO FLOW class counts have been steadily 
building, and the feedback from our members has 
been extremely positive about having the option 
to balance their more intense workout routines 
with various ways to recover.
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Brittany Baldwin
Assistant Director 
of Fitness, Florida 
International University
Out with the old and in with 
new. At least that’s what I hope 
as we are in a new year. 

2022 stands to be one of 
the largest and most impactful years that the 
university campus recreation fitness industry 
has seen in about two years. As many university 
rec fitness programs break free from the COVID-
related restrictions, we are now able to return to a 
place of innovation and large-scale impact for our 
student community. 

Here are a few of the fitness industry trends that 
we can expect to emerge with greater prominence 
in 2022.

Technological integration. If the shutdowns 
of 2020 taught us one thing, it was that 
technology is a must for all fitness sectors. 
Now that fitness professionals have become 
accustomed to incorporating some form of 
technology within their offerings, I anticipate 2022 
will bring about even greater quality and variety 
of technological integrations. This improvement 
includes a much-needed upgrade from the 
standard video streamed group fitness classes or 
wearable devices in training sessions, expanding 
into fully immersive and production-quality fitness 
experiences using technology. Fitness department 
managers now have a variety of quality 
technological integrations to choose from to meet 

their needs. 
Outdoor fitness offerings. Taking your 

workout beyond the confines of the gym will have 
a whole new meaning. Although fitness and the 
outdoors inherently go hand in hand, continued 
advances in outdoor fitness equipment and 
training modalities make capitalizing upon this 
trend an easy sell for both fitness centers and 
users. Options such as adult playgrounds, tricked-
out fitness trailers, and carefully crafted obstacle 
courses add style and dimension to the outdoor 
fitness experience.

Emotional fitness. It’s been a rough few 
years, to say the least. Thus, the realization that 
there is more to overall health and well-being 
than just physical fitness has bred an increased 
value to providing services that develop users’ 
“emotional fitness” as well. Many university 
recreation centers have already begun expanding 
upon their wellness offerings to address this 
need, and I anticipate this development will 
continue into 2022. Collaborations with well-
being professionals across multiple sectors help 
to enhance user benefits as well.

Blasts from the past. 2022 presents a unique 
opportunity to re-introduce formerly popular 
fitness trends to new generations with a modern 
twist. We’ve already begun to see this trend take 
effect with the re-popularization of step aerobics. 
Development of various aerobic, choreographed 
group fitness classes provide an updated variation 
on formats from the past.

As creativity and customer interest drive 
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innovation, fitness services providers will continue 
to expand upon these re-branding efforts.

Tony Zaccario
President & CEO,  
Stretch Zone
The health and wellness 
industry is constantly evolving. 
Consumers are boosting their 
self-care as a result of the 
pandemic, engaging in new 

fitness trends seen on social media and craving in-
person experiences that they missed over the last 
couple of years.

As we progress into this new year, one of the biggest 
trends we will see in the health and wellness industry 
is a migration from big-box concepts, such as gyms, 
to boutique, specialized experiences, such as Stretch 
Zone, which offers practitioner-assisted stretching.

Consumers everywhere are thinking less about 
increasing muscle mass or cardio endurance and 
more about total body wellness that improves their 
overall lifestyle, including their mental, emotional 
and spiritual health. “What is your bench press?” or 
“What is your mile time?” is being replaced with “How 
can I improve my posture and golf swing?” There is a 
purposeful search for customization, pandemic detox 
and sustainable wellness that only intimate, one-on-
one sessions with experts can achieve.

Alfonso Arguindegui and 
Illan Arguindegui
Franchisees, Orangetheory 
Fitness
If there was one lesson to 
be learned from the impact 
of the pandemic, it was the 
need to make certain that all 

of your eggs weren’t in one basket. As multi-unit 
franchise owners with Orangetheory Fitness since 
2016, we believe firmly in the continued growth 
of and resilience of the fitness industry, but we 
recognized that in order to grow alongside the 
industry as whole, it was in our best interest to 
have a stake in various sectors of its operation.

To that end, we practiced what has become an 
increasingly common trend within the industry — 
diversification of our portfolio to include not only 
fitness facilities, but also a smoothie business, 
Smoothie King. And with four locations currently 
open or under development, we have already 
begun to reap the financial rewards of having a 
foot in two facets of the fitness industry — exercise 
and nutrition.

Business owners within the fitness world have 
taken to diversifying the brands and businesses 
they work with and own in an effort to maximize 
revenue, expand the reach and influence of 
their enterprise, and impact the lives of their 
communities in more ways. As a result, some of 
the most well-known brands, as well as newcomers 
to the fitness market, have been able to proliferate 
throughout the country at a quicker rate, bringing 
more consumers into the fitness fray every day.

With the economy expected to make a 
resurgence in 2022, more than it already has, 
this year is primed to be a year that sees more 
business owners reinvesting their earnings 
into new brands and businesses than has been 
experienced in recent years. And after having 
witnessed the devastation the previous two 
years dealt to the fitness industry, closing down 
countless locations and financially crippling 
thousands of entrepreneurs, now would be a wise 
time to begin considering this trend as a viable 
and protective option, if you haven’t already.
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